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that's a great mod, and i do believe i will be buying one eventually. i did get as far as swapping out the first
sprocket (campy 8) and was very happy about that. but then my chain broke at the sprocket. damn, that sucked
big time. i think maybe i need to include an extra sprocket or something to make that one last longer. i hope i do
not have this problem again. are you suggesting that the stock cadence sensor is the problem? the hub for the

cadence sensor is screwed onto the frame arm and as far as i know, the cadence sensor isnt connected to
anything (in my case the stock sensor sits in the cockpit but the bike has so much vibration i dont bother to use it).
do you have a brand new, or unused, cadence sensor? if so, what model is it? i'm looking at a cadence sensor on
campy 10 (shorai) that i may be able to use in the training cassette. i've already replaced my chain by the way. i

have just ordered a new one from wahoo based on the reviews and am really looking forward to getting it it will be
very different from my old bike which was running on a flightmap for cadence and power measurement, but

generally very similar in terms of performance. does anyone have any recommendations as to which pedals are
the best to use and do they effect the performance of the bike in any way? i’m from holland and living in usa. i

have a old /2010 giro snowmitten pro. around the 18th of february my trainer quit working. i asked for my wahoo
core to ship it. when it arrived, i packed it in a case. i used the battery for a couple of months, and then it’s still

running. i did some research for a solution. i let the battery charge overnight and to almost full and then stop the
charging. i plugged the cord in to the battery on the charger and i turned on the monitor to see if anything was

happening. what i found when i turned the power on it immediately turns off. the bike is on but no display. i tried
several times and the same happens. i opened it and i tried to move some of the parts and wires to a different
place, but the same happens. i also connected my pendant with 2.8a battery. the same happens. in the same

screen i wrote down the charger current with my tool, and the current is 0.4a. i’m suspecting this is the problem.
in all the old charger the current is 1a. i brought the charger, with the old board and tried in my country and with

my another charger here in the usa. it’s the same. the board works and the board gives me the correct information
and puts on “cold start” “attached trainer”, nothing more. i bought a new charger and tried everything with the
wahoo board without success. i think the problem is with the board. i tried everything from powering on the old
board to move the battery connections. i tried with 2 chargers. i tried from power off up to maximum battery
charge. i can’t find a board fix anywhere. i also checked the voltage and the difference between charging and

working is minimal. could anyone help?
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i'm running os x 10.10.5, using the latest version of
xcode and the latest version of the software. i build the

software myself, using an updated version of kickr's
bootloader (i use the latest version provided by the kickr
developer). i've tested this for months now, and have not

had any issues until now. the only difference between
this last run and all others is that i recently decided to
upgrade the version of the intel hdmi audio codec i'm
using; my other tries with the intel hdmi audio codec

have worked fine. since upgrading this particular
component, i've not been able to successfully load the

game, although i have not thrown out my old kernel and
gone back to a version that works fine. i went into the
downloads folder and removed a file named "xcode
5.1.0-develop.app/contents/resources/xcode.app".

restarted the process, allowed the mac app store to
download updated software, and the app installed

successfully. so, if you experience any problems with this
release, i'd like to recommend trying this workaround to
see if it resolves the issue. this has worked for me on my
32gb model, so you may want to consider this for your
own use. got 1 full apple tv remote, worked fine for me
as well. i used it to play the game with. i'm running osx
sierra, using the latest version of xcode and the latest

version of the software. i build the software myself, using
an updated version of kickr's bootloader (i use the latest
version provided by the kickr developer). i've tested this
for months now, and have not had any issues until now.
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the only difference between this last run and all others is
that i recently decided to upgrade the version of the intel
hdmi audio codec i'm using; my other tries with the intel
hdmi audio codec have worked fine. since upgrading this
particular component, i've not been able to successfully
load the game, although i have not thrown out my old

kernel and gone back to a version that works fine.
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